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Description

Technical field

[0001] The present invention relates to a cabin pas-
sage arrangement especially for a ship.

Prior art

[0002] It is known from prior art to establish cabin pas-
sages aboard ship so that the cabin passages are con-
structed on the ship after the cabins have been installed.
The walls of the cabin passage are aligned irrespective
of the precise position of the cabins so that the cabin
passage is straight and has equal width and height eve-
rywhere. The alignment is thus a necessary action, as
the installation accuracy of the cabins does not normally
provide a sufficiently straight line for constructing the pas-
sage. The alignment is performed for instance by utilising
an alignment wire in order to determine precisely the po-
sition of the lower stud rail of the wall panels. After the
alignment the lower studs are typically welded onto the
ship deck. The lower stud rail is typically a rail 271 (FIG.
27) with a U-profile. Similarly, the upper stud rail of the
panels is aligned and secured to the ceiling or wall of the
cabin by a welded bearer, or to the overlying deck of the
ship.
[0003] As the position of the cabins on the ship varies
within the scope of the installation accuracy, it is neces-
sary to use in situ adapting for the fastening of the pas-
sage panels. This means that the passage materials
need to be fabricated (e.g. cutting, welding, joining of the
panels and other material) on the ship, which is slow and
complicated to perform due to lack of space. The passage
material is typically composed of wall and ceiling panels
with stud rails, which are secured to the ship and/or the
cabins in the manner described in the above. The pas-
sage materials are typically brought onto the ship after
the cabins have been installed, whereby there are extra
costs involved in the transport of the materials. Material
stocks lying on the cabin passage impede the traffic along
the passage and impair the fire safety aboard ship during
the time of construction.
[0004] It is also known from prior art that the wall of a
prefabricated cabin module facing the passage makes
the passage wall as well. This kind of solution, however,
involves problems due to the installation accuracy of the
cabins, because the cabins need to be installed precisely
on a certain spot of the ship deck, which is difficult and
slow work, as the alignment of the cabin passage requires
a whole cabin to be moved. In addition, some service
problems arise, as the reparation and change of the cabin
passage panels is complicated.
[0005] The document US 6 016 636, which is consid-
ered to be the closest state of the art, discloses such a
modular ship’s cabin arrangement and method of con-
struction.
[0006] An object of the present invention is to eliminate

the above-discussed disadvantages related to prior art.
The object is achieved as is described in the claims.

Brief description of the invention

[0007] The invention is based on the idea of connecting
the cabin passage arrangement with cabin modules.
Thus, an individual cabin comprises prefabricated mod-
ule-sized wall panels, as well as adjusting pieces and
cover fillets for said panels, of which adjusting pieces and
cover fillets a certain portion of the cabin passage can
be formed. The adjusting pieces for panels and wall pan-
els are attached to the side of the cabin module facing
the passage. Other elements included in the cabin pas-
sage portion, which cannot be installed, or it is not prac-
tical to install them in advance, are arranged inside the
cabin for further installation. In the cabin passage ar-
rangement according to the invention the materials of the
cabin passage are thus delivered onto the ship inside a
prefabricated cabin module.

List of drawings

[0008] In the following the invention is described in
more detail with reference to the attached drawings, in
which

Figure 1 shows an example of the cabin passage
arrangement according to the invention;

Figure 2 shows an example of a module-sized wall
panel;

Figures 3 and 4 show examples of various wall panel
profiles;

Figure 5 shows an example of the connection of a
wall panel with an adjacent wall panel;

Figure 6 shows an example of a module-sized ceiling
panel according to the invention;

Figure 7 shows an exemplary profile of the ceiling
panel;

Figure 8 shows an example of the connection of a
ceiling panel or a wall panel with an adjacent panel;

Figures 9-11 show examples of adjusting pieces;

Figures 12 and 13 show examples of the positioning
of a wall panel with respect to the frame of a cabin
door;

Figures 14 and 15 show an example of a curved
cover fillet for corner;

Figures 16 and 17 show an example of a right-angl
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ed cover fillet for corner;

Figure 18 shows an example of a cover fillet with a
T-profile;

Figure 19 shows an example of an insulation piece,
which may be installed under a cover fillet for corner;

Figure 20 shows an exemplary profile of a stud rail
and an extension piece for the studs on the ceiling
of the cabin passage;

Figure 21 shows an example of a stud rail and an
extension piece for the studs;

Figure 22 shows an example of how the extension
piece for the studs is to be installed in the stud rails;

Figures 23 and 24 show examples of the mountability
of the adjusting pieces;

Figure 25 shows an example, where the adjusting
pieces are attached to one another and to a wall
panel and cabin;

Figure 26 shows an example of the installation of a
ceiling panel; and

Figures 27 - 30 show examples of various stud rails.

Description of the invention

[0009] Fig. 1 shows an example of cabin modules and
passage materials included in the cabin modules. In a
typical cabin 1 the wall facing a maintenance triangle
1" and a door 1’ is located against the cabin passage.
The wall facing the cabin passage has preferably been
provided with wall panels for the cabin passage already
in the workshop, which panels form a portion of the pas-
sage over the distance of the cabin. If some of the panels,
e.g. the ceiling panels and service hatches, and the rest
of the passage material cannot be installed in the cabin
in advance, they will be delivered as separate elements
along with the cabin.
[0010] A portion 2 of the cabin’s passage wall in the
passage system consists for instance of a door portion
panel 3, wall panel 4, service hatch 5 and ceiling panels
(not shown in FIG. 1). The service hatch is a section of
the passage wall at the service triangle, through which it
is possible to get into the triangle to do maintenance and
repair work. The service hatch may be a module-sized
element consisting of an upper and lower part, and the
hatch itself. Since the service triangle forms typically one
boundary surface against the adjacent cabin, the service
triangle may be eliminated from every second cabin. The
same applies also to the ceiling panels of the passage,
i.e. only some of the cabin modules need to be provided
with ceiling panels.

[0011] The basic concept of the passage panel is a
planar panel, which may have inner or outer corners,
openings and/or outfitting (e.g. a passage handrail, elec-
trical accessories) and which may be adjusted by means
of separate adjusting pieces. The passage panel may
also comprise corners, which are salient or re-entrant
seen from the passage, whereby the wall surface may
be provided with desired recesses or protrusions. More-
over, the passage panel may also be shaped so as to fit
the door opening of the cabin.
[0012] The elements of the cabin passage arrange-
ment are cut-to-size modules. FIG. 2 shows an example
of a typical wall panel 21. The panel is normally made of
metal (e.g. of steel or aluminium), which is bent at the
edge 22 of the panel. FIG. 3 shows an exemplary cutting
of the panel according to FIG. 2, where the edges 22’ are
bent to one right angle. Fig. 4 shows how the wall panel
edges may be bent in an alternative way, where the edg-
es 22" are bent twice, whereby they form a groove on
the back surface of the panel (on the panel face not vis-
ible). FIG. 5 shows an example of the connection of a
panel with an adjacent panel, where one edge 22" of a
single panel is bent in the way shown in FIG. 4, but the
opposite edge of the same panel is bent so as to form a
projecting overhang 51. The edge 22" curving inwards
matches the projecting overhang of the adjacent panel.
[0013] FIG. 6 shows an example of a ceiling panel 61,
the surface of which has been bent so that grooves are
formed. FIG. 7 shows a side projection of the panel ac-
cording to FIG. 6. The side projection shows that the face
remaining behind the front face of the panel is provided
with two layers 72, 73 of insulating material, the purpose
of which is to act as sound insulation and prevent fire. It
is also apparent that the edge of the ceiling panel may
be bent so as to form a projecting overhang 74 either at
both edges or at one edge in order two make the con-
nection with the adjacent ceiling panels neat (cf. FIG. 5).
[0014] FIG. 8 shows an alternative for shaping the edg-
es of both the ceiling panels and wall panels in order to
accomplish a neat and firm connection with the adjacent
panels. According to FIG. 8 one edge of an individual
panel forms a projecting overhang 51 and the opposite
edge (in the figure the edge of the adjacent panel) forms
a bent groove 81, into which the overhang is adapted.
[0015] As shown in FIGS. 2 - 8 both the module-sized
wall panels and ceiling panels have various alternative
concepts. Also the ceiling panel may be planar, such as
the wall panel in FIG. 2. The back surface of the wall
panels may also be provided with one or several insula-
tion layers, such as the ceiling panels. There are various
bending profiles for panel edges, which are suitable for
panels both on the ceiling and on the wall.
[0016] The wall panels are secured to the cabin wall
by means of adjusting pieces. A single adjusting piece
is an angle iron or a plate. The angle iron or the plate
may be made of metal suitable for the purpose, such as
steel or aluminium, or of other suitable material. FIGS. 9
- 11 show examples of various adjusting pieces. In FIG.
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9 the adjusting piece is an angle iron 91, the angle of
which is 90 degrees. The angle iron may be provided
with several holes, the shape of which may vary depend-
ing on the application. In the embodiment of FIG. 9 there
are circular holes 93 and elongated holes 92. FIG. 10
shows another angle iron 100, the angle of which is larger
than a right angle. Also in this example there are circular
holes 102 and elongated holes 101 provided in the angle
iron. The example of FIG. 11 shows a plate 111, which
may be used as an adjusting piece. It is thus evident that
the adjusting pieces may comprise angle irons of various
sizes and with various angles and provided with holes of
desired shape. Also the plate may have a desired size
and comprise holes of desired shape. The use of the
adjusting pieces will be explained later.
[0017] FIG. 12 shows an example, in which the wall
panel 21 of the passage is aligned with the doorframe
121 of the cabin door. A plate 122 (for instance a metal
plate) is attached to the doorframe for positioning the
panel on exactly correct level. The aperture between the
frame and the panel may be covered with a percutient
fillet 123 having an angle profile. The collar of the percu-
tient fillet needs to be wide enough in order to cover the
aperture.
[0018] FIG. 13 shows the fastening of a percutient fillet
133 in more detail. A bent plate 132 is attached to the
doorframe 131 so as to form a groove, into which the
percutient fillet 133 may be fixed. The groove needs to
be sufficiently deep so that the percutient filler, i.e. the
cover fillet, covers the aperture between the frame 131
and the panel 21. Thus, the elements in FIGS. 12 and
13 have a different purpose, respectively. The adapter
plate 122 is for the wall panel and the bent plate 132
mostly for the percutient fillet. Both elements are thus
installed at the same frame, whereby the bent plate 132
is located on the front face of the adapter plate 122 seen
from the direction of the passage.
[0019] In the solution according to the invention the
wall panel between two adjacent cabin doors may be
produced as a prefabricated product by using a dimen-
sioning based on the nominal air gap between the cabins
as a width of the panel. The width of the collar of the
percutient fillet to be attached to the doorframe is dimen-
sioned so that the edge of the panel will remain behind
the percutient fiiiet at every mounting tolerance. The gap
between the doorframe and the panel may, when nec-
essary, be battened down for instance by mineral wool.
As described, the installation of the door panel is in an
advantageous case facilitated by support plates attached
to the doorframe in advance, by which plates the door
panel is positioned accurately flush with the doorframe
in the cross-sectional direction of the passage.
[0020] FIGS. 14 and 15 show an example of a curved
cover fillet 141, by which the gap between two wall panels
to be installed in a corner can be covered. FIG. 14 shows
that also the edges of the cover fillets may be bent in
several different ways, for instance so that they form an
inwards bent hook. It is also an option not to bend the

edges at all.
[0021] FIGS. 16 and 17 show an example of a right-
angled cover fillet 161, by which the gap between two
wall panels to be installed in a corner can be covered. It
is apparent from FIG. 17 as well that also the edges of
the cover fillets may be bent in several different ways.
[0022] FIG. 18 shows a cover fillet 181 with a T-profile.
Such a cover fillet may be used for covering the gap be-
tween two adjacent panels. The width of the fillet is suf-
ficient for covering the largest possible gap produced by
mounting tolerances. FIG. 19 shows an example of in-
sulation material, which may be installed under a cover
fillet for corner, if for instance sound insulation or preven-
tion of fire needs to be ensured. Thus, the cover fillets
comprise various kinds of flat cover fillets (fillets that cov-
er a gap on a level, for instance between two panels flush
with one another) and cover fillets that form an angle.
[0023] There is a connection element between the wall
panel and the ceiling panel, by which the panels may be
attached to one another. FIGS. 20 - 22 show examples
of such connecting elements. The connecting element is
a stud rail 201 on the ceiling, the profile of which is more
or less like the letter Z with clasps at the edges. Insulation
material 202 may, if needed, be arranged at one clasp,
as is shown in FIG. 20. FIG. 21 shows a general example
of a stud rail 201’ on the ceiling. Since the stud rails on
the ceiling are also module-sized, an extension piece is
required between two rails. FIG. 22 shows such an ex-
tension piece 201. It is apparent that the extension piece
is installed between and on top of the stud rails 201’ on
the ceiling. The clasp of the extension piece may as well
be provided with insulation material. If the clasps of the
stud rails 201’ on the ceiling are provided with insulation
material, it will be cut off at the extension piece.
[0024] FIG. 23 shows an example of how two adjusting
pieces 231, i.e. angle irons, are assembled with respect
to one another. Both angle irons in this example are pro-
vided with elongated holes 232. One face of the first angle
iron is placed against that of the second angle iron so
that the other wings of the angle irons are pointing out-
wards from one another on the opposite sides, when seen
from the centre of the wings placed against one another.
The elongated holes, which are used for fastening the
angle irons, enable a certain tolerance, as is shown in
FIG. 24. The mutual fastening of the wings of the angle
irons placed against one another may vary by a distance
Y and the fastening to the wall or panel by a distance X.
[0025] FIG. 25 shows an assembly, in which the angle
irons 231 are fixed to the cabin wall 231 facing the pas-
sage, to the wall panel 21 and to one another. Said tol-
erances enable the alignment of the wall panel in the
longitudinal and lateral direction of the passage. When
the panel is being aligned, the screws, by which the angle
iron is fixed, are loosened and after the alignment the
screws are tightened again. In other words the mounta-
bility of the wall panels can be adjusted by means of said
adjusting pieces by loosening the fastening of the adjust-
ing piece to the mounting base and/or to another adjust-
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ing piece, whereby the panel can be located in position
to a desired spot, to which the adjusting piece can be
attached. It is to be noticed that the fastening in this con-
text refers also to the locking of the adjusting pieces in
position. The locking of the pieces may be performed for
instance by using fastening means suitable for quick fas-
tening (e.g. screws, nuts, bolts). The mounting base of
the adjusting piece is either a cabin module (e.g. its wall)
or a wall panel.
[0026] The adjusting pieces may thus be loosened for
the installation period, and tightened and locked again
after the installation. Adjacent wall panels can thus be
positioned on a desired level. In a preferable embodiment
the adjustable wall panel extends from the hatch edge
of the cabin’s service space to the vicinity of the cabin
door, but it may also comprise the frame of the cabin door
as one joined panel or as several separate panels. The
locking method of the panel enables an easy replace-
ment thereof when the ship is in use. The adjustment of
a panel starts by loosening the adjustment of the cabin-
specific panel in the longitudinal direction, after which the
panel is moved a necessary distance in the longitudinal
direction of the passage. Next, the longitudinal adjust-
ment is locked for instance by a self-boring screw. Finally,
the panel is aligned with the passage in the lateral direc-
tion of the passage by loosening the adjusting piece and
locking it again after the adjustment for instance by a self-
boring screw.
[0027] FIG. 26 shows an example of the installation of
a ceiling panel. In the example the ceiling panel 71 is
secured to the stud rails 201 on the ceiling by arranging
it under the rails, which are placed at the upper end of
the wall panels 22.
[0028] FIGS. 27 - 30 show examples of various kinds
of stud rails. These stud rails are taken into use when
needed, and they can be connected with the passage
material delivered together with the cabin module. FIG.
27 shows a rail 271 with a U-profile, which can be used
both as an upper and lower stud rail. FIG. 28 shows a
stud rail 281 with an L-profile. FIG. 29 shows a stud rail
291, the profile of which forms a step. FIG. 30 shows a
stud rail 301 with a J-profile, which is particularly suitable
for lower studs, for instance for the alignment and fas-
tening of a service hatch, or a service hatch element,
onto the ship deck. All these profiles may be extended
and/or adapted by means of the adapters shown in FIG.
22. Stud rails are used in special cases, for instance for
installing a certain type of service hatch or when more
rigidity is desired for the fastening of panels. The stud
rails comprise lower stud rails, upper stud rails and, when
necessary, supporting rails for special installation pur-
poses.
[0029] A problem with applying the invention is the fact
that prefabricated module-sized elements need to be
adapted to an environment, the precise dimensions of
which cannot be known in advance. According to prior
art this requires, as mentioned earlier, modification of the
elements aboard ship. According to the present invention

the problem is solved so that the installation of the wall
panels is no longer based on stud rails to be fastened
onto the ship (except for special cases), but on adjusting
pieces to be attached to the wall of the cabin module.
Since the size of the air gap between the cabins is known
or it is assumed to be within a certain range (nominal air
gap 30 mm, mounting tolerance �15 mm), when the cab-
in modules are being installed, also the shift in the lon-
gitudinal direction of the passage is adjusted by the ad-
justing pieces. Then it is possible to install the hatch of
the service space of the cabin accurately in the free space
of the same width as the hatch between the passage
panels of two cabins. The unnecessary portion of the wall
panel may be covered with cover fillets, for instance by
a corner panel, closer to the door (cf. FIG. 1). The mount-
ing tolerances are thus dependent on the installation of
the cabins. Since the panels are prefabricated into mod-
ule-size compatible with the cabin module (and pas-
sage), the adjusting pieces and cover fillets establish a
sufficient mounting allowance so that the tolerances can
be taken into account.
[0030] Longitudinal adjustment is not required, if the
hatch of the service space used on the ship is provided
with a collar allowing a width variation of the hatch of the
service space. In this alternative, the module-sized cabin
determines the length of the passage, and the service
hatch provided with a collar covers the gaps between the
cabins caused by the mounting tolerance.
[0031] A passage wall panel is thus secured to the cab-
in module in advance, which panel can be adjusted with-
out moving the cabin. In this way the alignment of the
passage on the ship is easy. An essential part of the other
prefabricated materials of the passage may be packed
in the cabin, for instance other wall panels of the passage,
possible stud elements, a service hatch, stud means for
the ceiling, wall panels with outfitting as well as supplies
and equipment for heating, plumbing, ventilation and
electrical installation.
[0032] The supplies to the power current and low cur-
rent systems of the passage are preferably taken from
the cabin modules to the passage. In a preferable em-
bodiment the cabin area is electrified essentially by a
cabling located in the cabin modules. In one embodiment
a link box located in the cabin is provided with respective
outputs for, inter alia, the illumination, fire detector, fire
alarm, loudspeaker, low-height illumination and socket
system of the passage. The cabling from the link box to
a device on the passage may be ready-fitted in the cabin
module or for instance in a ceiling panel, which is in ad-
vance provided with a cable and socket for the connection
to the link box. The sprinkler installation of the cabin pas-
sage may be realised so that the sprinkler pipes attached
to the cabin modules in advance are connected in series,
and the sprinkler of the passage is connected by means
of a flexible hose.
[0033] In one embodiment of the invention the upper
studs between two cabin doors are secured only to the
doorframes without supporting the studs elsewhere in
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the cabin or on the ship. When erecting a wall, the panel
is lifted into position and screwed tight into the lower and
upper stud rails, or to the support plates arranged at the
doorframes.
[0034] The stud elements for the ceiling of the passage
may be delivered in a cabin module as cut and sheered
prefabricated products. In a preferable embodiment of
the invention two prefabricated elements per one stud
arrangement are packed in the cabin, the total length of
which elements is about 20 mm shorter than the length
of the required stud arrangement. This gap is covered
with a separate overlapping element, which covers the
mounting tolerance in that place.
[0035] By utilising the present invention it is possible
to avoid separate transport of passage materials onto
the ship. Consequently, the logistic costs in the harbour
will be reduced, the cabin passages will remain unoccu-
pied, the fire load during the time of construction will be
reduced due to less packing material, and the treatment
charges for the purchase will be lower at the shipyard,
as also the passage structures will be delivered together
with the cabin modules as one single purchase.
[0036] By the present invention it is possible to cut
down the work aboard ship by shifting work over to a
more productive workshop environment, which results in
lower costs and improved occupational safety. The work
aboard ship will be cut off, as the materials are delivered
to the cabin area together with the cabin, and as the pre-
fabricated products eliminate the need for sawing, weld-
ing and sheering of the panels and stud arrangements
aboard ship. The mounting tolerance of the prefabricated
cut-to-size elements can be covered by using overlap-
ping stud arrangements (stud rails on the ceiling). The
fire safety on the ship during the construction time will be
improved by utilising the present invention, as the weld-
ing or cutting of the elements by tools causing arcing will
no longer be needed in the installation work.
[0037] In the light of the above examples it is apparent
that the invention is not limited to the above-described
examples only, but it can have a plurality of various em-
bodiments within the scope of the inventive idea.

Claims

1. A cabin passage arrangement, especially for pas-
senger ships, characterised in that the arrange-
ment comprises prefabricated module-sized wall
panels 21, as well as adjusting piece 231 and cover
fillets for said panels, of which wall panels, adjusting
pieces and cover fillets a certain portion of the cabin
passage can be formed, in that the adjusting pieces
and wall panels are attached to the side of the cabin
module facing the passage, and in that the other
elements of the cabin passage portion are located
inside the cabin for further installation.

2. An arrangement according to claim 1, character-

ised in that the arrangement further comprises ceil-
ing panels.

3. An arrangement according to claim 1 or 2, charac-
terised in that the arrangement further comprises
stud rails.

4. An arrangement according to claim 1, 2 or 3, char-
acterised in that the arrangement further comprises
a service hatch or hatches.

5. A cabin passage arrangement according to any one
of claims 1-4, characterised in that the mountability
of said wall panels can be adjusted by means of said
adjusting pieces by loosening the fastening of the
adjusting piece to the mounting base and/or to an-
other adjusting piece, whereby the panel can be lo-
cated in position to a desired spot, to which the ad-
justing piece can be attached.

6. A cabin passage arrangement according to claim 5,
characterised in that the adjusting pieces comprise
junction plates and support plates.

7. A cabin passage arrangement according to claim 6,
characterised in that the adjusting pieces are made
of metal.

8. A cabin passage arrangement according to claim 6
or 7, characterised in that the adjusting pieces are
provided with holes of various sizes and shapes.

9. A cabin passage arrangement according to any one
of claims 5-8, characterised in that at least a part
of the stud rails can be installed overlapping one an-
other.

10. A cabin passage arrangement according to claim 9,
characterised in that the stud rails comprise lower
stud rails, upper stud rails and, when necessary, sup-
porting rails for special installation purposes.

11. A cabin passage arrangement according to any one
of claims 1-10, characterised in that the cover fillets
comprise various kinds of flat cover fillets and cover
fillets forming an angle.

12. A cabin passage arrangement according to claim 11,
characterised in that the cover fillets forming an
angle comprise cover fillets for a curved corner.

13. A cabin passage arrangement according to any one
of claims 3-12, characterised in that the panels
comprise, when necessary, equipment for heating,
plumbing, ventilation and electrical installation.

14. A cabin passage arrangement according to claim 13,
characterised in that the arrangement comprises
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supplies to heating, plumbing, ventilation and elec-
trical installation.

15. A cabin passage arrangement according to any one
of claims 5 - 14, characterised in that the wall pan-
els comprise, when necessary, a passage handrail.

Patentansprüche

1. Kabinendurchgangsanordnung, insbesondere für
Passagierschiffe, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Anordnung vorgefertigte modulgroße Wandpa-
neele (21) sowie Passstücke (231) und Abdecklei-
sten für die Paneele umfasst, wobei von diesen
Wandpaneelen, Passtücken und Abdeckleisten ein
bestimmter Abschnitt des Kabinendurchgangs aus-
gebildet sein kann, dass die Passstücke und Wand-
paneele an der Seite des Kabinenmoduls ange-
bracht sind, die dem Durchgang zugekehrt ist, und
dass sich die anderen Elemente des Kabinendurch-
gangsabschnitts innerhalb der Kabine zur weiteren
Einrichtung befinden.

2. Anordnung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Anordnung ferner Deckenpa-
neele umfasst.

3. Anordnung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 oder 2, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass die Anordnung ferner
Ansatzschienen umfasst.

4. Anordnung nach einem der Ansprüche 1, 2 oder 3,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Anordnung
ferner Durchreichen oder Luken umfasst.

5. Kabinendurchgangsanordnung nach einem der An-
sprüche 1 bis 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Montierbarkeit der Wandpaneele mithilfe der
Passstücke durch Lockern der Befestigung des
Passstücks an der Montagebasis und/oder einem
anderen Passstück einstellbar ist, wobei sich das
Paneel in Position zu einem gewünschten Punkt be-
finden kann, an dem das Passstück angebracht sein
kann.

6. Kabinendurchgangsanordnung nach Anspruch 5,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Passstücke
Verbindungsplatten und Stützplatten umfassen.

7. Kabinendurchgangsanordnung nach Anspruch 6,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Passstücke
aus Metall hergestellt sind.

8. Kabinendurchgangsanordnung nach einem der An-
sprüche 6 oder 7, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Passstücke mit Löchern verschiedener Größe
und Formen versehen sind.

9. Kabinendurchgangsanordnung nach einem der An-
sprüche 5 bis 8, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
zumindest ein Teil der Ansatzschienen einander
überdeckend eingerichtet sein kann.

10. Kabinendurchgangsanordnung nach Anspruch 9,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Ansatzschie-
nen untere Ansatzschienen, obere Ansatzschienen
und bei Bedarf Stützschienen für besondere Einrich-
tungszwecke umfassen.

11. Kabinendurchgangsanordnung nach einem der An-
sprüche 1 bis 10, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Abdeckleisten verschiedene Arten von flachen
Abdeckleisten und Abdeckleisten, die einen Winkel
bilden, umfassen.

12. Kabinendurchgangsanordnung nach Anspruch 11,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Abdeckleisten,
die einen Winkel bilden, Abdeckleisten für eine ge-
bogene Ecke umfassen.

13. Kabinendurchgangsanordnung nach einem der An-
sprüche 3 bis 12, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Paneele bei Bedarf Ausstattung für Heiz-, Sani-
tärinstallations-, Lüftungs- und Elektroeinrichtung
umfassen.

14. Kabinendurchgangsanordnung nach Anspruch 13,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Anordnung
Versorgungen zur Heiz-, Sanitärinstallations-, Lüf-
tungs- und Elektroeinrichtung umfasst.

15. Kabinendurchgangsanordnung nach einem der An-
sprüche 5 bis 14, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Wandpaneele bei Bedarf einen Durchgangs-
handlauf umfassen.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de passage de cabine, destiné particuliè-
rement à des navires de passagers, caractérisé en
ce que le dispositif comprend des panneaux muraux
préfabriqués dont la taille correspond à celle des mo-
dules (21), ainsi que des pièces de réglage (231) et
des couvre-joints pour lesdits panneaux, ces pan-
neaux muraux, pièces de réglage et couvre-joints
pouvant servir à fabriquer une certaine partie du pas-
sage de cabine, en ce que les pièces de réglage et
les panneaux muraux sont fixés du côté du module
de cabine qui fait face au passage, et en ce que
d’autres éléments de la partie de passage de cabine
sont placés à l’intérieur de la cabine en vue d’une
installation future.

2. Dispositif selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en
ce que le dispositif comprend en outre des panneaux
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de plafond.

3. Dispositif selon la revendication 1 ou 2, caractérisé
en ce que le dispositif comprend en outre des rails
de poteau.

4. Dispositif selon la revendication 1, 2 ou 3, caracté-
risé en ce que le dispositif comprend en outre une
ou plusieurs trappes d’entretien.

5. Dispositif de passage de cabine selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications 1 à 4, caractérisé en ce
que la capacité de montage desdits panneaux mu-
raux peut être ajustée au moyen desdites pièces de
réglage en desserrant la fixation de la pièce de ré-
glage sur la base de montage et/ou une autre pièce
de réglage, de telle manière que le panneau puisse
être disposé en position à un emplacement souhaité
auquel la pièce de réglage peut être attachée.

6. Dispositif de passage de cabine selon la revendica-
tion 5, caractérisé en ce que les pièces de réglage
comprennent des plaques de jonction et des plaques
de support.

7. Dispositif de passage de cabine selon la revendica-
tion 6, caractérisé en ce que les pièces de réglage
sont en métal.

8. Dispositif de passage de cabine selon la revendica-
tion 6 ou 7, caractérisé en ce que les pièces de
réglage sont munies de trous de différentes tailles
et de différentes formes.

9. Dispositif de passage de cabine selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications 5 à 8, caractérisé en ce
qu’au moins une partie des rails de poteau peut être
installée en se chevauchant.

10. Dispositif de passage de cabine selon la revendica-
tion 9, caractérisé en ce que les rails de poteau
comprennent des rails de poteau inférieurs, des rails
de poteau supérieurs et, si nécessaire, des rails de
support à des fins d’installations spéciales.

11. Dispositif de passage de cabine selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications 1 à 10, caractérisé en ce
que les couvre-joints comprennent divers types de
couvre-joints plats et de couvre-joints formant un an-
gle.

12. Dispositif de passage de cabine selon la revendica-
tion 11, caractérisé en ce que les couvre-joints for-
mant un angle comprennent des couvre-joints pour
un coin incurvé.

13. Dispositif de passage de cabine selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications 3 à 12, caractérisé en ce

que les panneaux comprennent, si nécessaire, des
équipements pour des installations de chauffage, de
plomberie, de ventilation et d’électricité.

14. Dispositif de passage de cabine selon la revendica-
tion 13, caractérisé en ce que le dispositif com-
prend des fournitures pour des installations de
chauffage, de plomberie, de ventilation et d’électri-
cité.

15. Dispositif de passage de cabine selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications 5 à 14, caractérisé en ce
que les panneaux muraux comprennent, si néces-
saire, une rampe de passage.
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